we need to understand the requirements for satisfactory numerical algorithms. Some of the employed algorithms are inappropriate for solving large-scale problems and regularly fail even for relatively low-order problems. However, such failures are not always caused by the algorithms but rather their naive implementation. It is rarely the case that estimates of the accuracy of the solution or of the sensitivity of the problem being solved are also returned. The latter can be vital to help judge whether or not the modeling process has led to a wellposed problem.
The purpose of the SLICOT collection of computer-aided control system design (CACSD) algorithms is to have a strong basis for a new generation of control systems design packages by establishing a comprehensive standard set of numerically robust routines with known performance in terms of reliability and efficiency. To achieve this goal, it was necessary to develop new control-relevant algorithms by taking into account the latest developments in the numerical analysis field and relying on the expertise of qualified implementors.
The approach used in building SLICOT was to utilize the standard numerical linear algebra packages BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms) [2] - [4] and LAPACK (Linear Algebra Package) [5] , which form the basic linear algebra layer of SLICOT. Additionally, routines for the numerical solution of mathematical problems often encountered in CACSD are provided, such as linear and quadratic matrix equations, rational matrix factorization, and the computation of condensed forms. The applicability of the library is facilitated when its routines are embedded, by means of appropriate interfaces, in widely accepted user-friendly environments, such as MATLAB or Scilab [6] . Such a framework has all the advantages of open-source software and provides the user with a flexible and easy way to combine and experiment with the routines of the library and the tools of MATLAB and Scilab. The use of Fortran 77 as the implementation language has a considerable advantage with respect to execution speed, compared to similar genuine MATLAB or Scilab functions. Besides guaranteed numerical quality of algorithms, performance gains of 600% or more in speedup can occasionally be achieved. Moreover, the low-level nature of Fortran 77 makes it easy to call SLICOT from other languages such as C or C++, as well as to build interfaces to MATLAB and Scilab.
The outline of this article is as follows. First, we discuss the requirements for high-quality control software, giving some illustrative examples and indicating the features of high-quality software in the context of numerical computation. We then give an overview of linear algebra and control libraries that have been important influences in the development of SLICOT, describe the recent history of SLICOT, and follow with a section on the functional capabilities of SLI-COT. Next we discuss and illustrate the performance of SLI-COT and then describe some user-friendly interfaces to SLICOT. Finally, we indicate some future directions.
Requirements on High-Quality Control Software
In developing a library of high-quality subroutines, several criteria must be fulfilled, such as reliability and accuracy of underlying algorithms, high computational efficiency, robustness of implementations, ease-of-use interfaces, rich functionality, and portability across a wide range of machines [7] . In what follows, we discuss these aspects in the context of developing the copyrighted freeware subroutine library SLICOT to solve control-related computational problems. The implementation of these requirements in the software is not only time consuming but also requires skilled experts in numerical analysis, control, and computational programming. Commercially, these requirements are not necessarily attractive. Instead, the implementation of these requirements in software should be performed in a standardized way and coordinated by an academic consortium. This group can then join with experts worldwide to promote the dissemination of the software by means of integration into the existing commercial and freeware packages, thereby improving the overall software quality.
Reliability
The reliability of numerical software is strongly related to the guaranteed accuracy of the computed results and can only be ensured by a proper selection of the underlying algorithms. Many basic linear algebra algorithms, as well as some control-related algorithms, are proven to be numerically stable. Numerical stability (or more exactly numerical backward stability) of an algorithm means that the results computed by that algorithm are exact for slightly perturbed original data. As a consequence, a numerically stable algorithm applied to a well-conditioned problem will produce guaranteed accurate results. If a problem is intrinsically ill-conditioned, no algorithm is guaranteed to deliver an accurate result. However, numerically stable algorithms are guaranteed to solve a problem close to the exact problem and can thus provide accurate solutions for February 2004 61
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To judge the numerical performance of algorithms, we need to understand the requirements for satisfactory numerical algorithms.
Example 2: Eigenvalues of Hamiltonian Matrices
Hamiltonian matrices play an important role in solving Riccati equations, where the main numerical problem is the computation of eigenvalues and orthogonal bases of special invariant subspaces. Consider the matrices
where A, F , Q ∈ R n×n and F and Q are symmetric matrices. The matrix H has the property that J H = ( J H) T The last two eigenvalues should be zero, and hence more than half the machine accuracy was lost. Moreover, these eigenvalues form a complex conjugate pair, and thus are qualitatively wrong, since they should have opposite values (if nonzero). An algorithm relying on the above-mentioned pairing property would therefore fail. On the other hand, using the combination of the SLI-COT routines MB04ZD and MB03SD to implement a Hamiltonian structure-preserving algorithm [8] , yields the eigenvalues ±17.32050807568877, 0, 0.
Example 3: Computation of Hankel Singular Values
The Hankel singular values are input-output invariants of stable linear systems and play a fundamental role in finding balanced realizations and in model reduction. They are defined as the nonnegative square roots of the eigenvalues of the product P c P o , where P c and P o are the nonnegative definite controllability and observability Gramians, respectively, and P c P o has nonnegative eigenvalues. For a stable state-space realization ( A, B, C ), A ∈ R n×n , B ∈ R n×m , C ∈ R p×n , of a discrete-time linear time-invariant system, the Gramians are given by the solutions of the stable discrete-time Lyapunov equations, also called Stein equations
By solving these equations without taking into account the symmetry and semidefiniteness of the solutions, round-off Hence, the computed Hankel "singular values" are the nonnegative square roots of the above eigenvalues, i.e., 
It is essential to compute R c and R o by solving the Lyapunov equations directly for these factors using the algorithm in [9] . Also, the condition numbers (in the two-norm) of the Gramians are the squares of (and hence larger than) those for their factors, and, therefore, the SLICOT approach is to be preferred.
Structure-preserving algorithms have been developed for many control domains, and robust software implementations are available in SLICOT. Some of the most recent algorithmic developments are: balancing-free square-root methods for model reduction [10] (and the references therein), periodic Schur methods for solving periodic Lyapunov equations [11] , descriptor systems analysis procedures [12] , symplectic methods for solving Riccati equations [13] , [14] , and subspace identification methods [15] (and the references therein).
A key ingredient for assessing the quality of computed results is the use of condition estimators. Since many reallife problems include hidden ill-conditioned subproblems, it is useful to have techniques for tracking the conditioning of the subproblems that can significantly affect the accuracy of the final results. Cheaply computable condition number estimators are available for most of standard linear algebra problems and are implemented in LAPACK [5] . Condition number estimates and error bounds are also available in SLI-COT for some control related computations, as the solution of linear matrix equations (Lyapunov, Stein, and Sylvester).
Efficiency
The availability of efficient algorithms and codes is important for solving large-scale engineering design problems, where extensive computations have to be performed repeatedly, for various design parameters. Efficient algorithms are also essential for some real-time control problems, where the results must be available in time slots smaller than the sampling period. There are several factors that affect the computational efficiency. At the algorithmic level, it is essential to take advantage of structure that the underlying problem might possess, such as symmetry, or definiteness. Therefore, we need to design specialized algorithms for each important type of data processed by these algorithms. At the implementation level, it is important to ensure flexibility, portability, and adaptability to various computing platforms, including the ability to use the potential of modern high-performance computer architectures (vector, parallel, with memory hierarchies). For medium-size and large-scale problems, exploiting the memory hierarchies is a key issue, since the problem data cannot be fully stored in the fastest (cache) memory level, and frequent data moving between the fast and slow memory levels will strongly degrade the computational performance. A similar argument is valid for parallel computing architectures, where the communication between processors is usually the bottleneck in terms of efficiency.
In view of these needs, it is necessary to make use of any existing tools for performance improvement. These tools include high-performance compilers, such as (highperformance) Fortran, message-passing paradigms, such as MPI (for inter-processor communication), and preexisting efficient computational building blocks such as LAPACK and optimized BLAS and their parallel counterparts, ScaLA-PACK [16] and PBLAS. The use of suitable data structures is also essential; for instance, the solution of large-scale problems typically involves operations with sparse matrices. A sparse matrix has most of its entries zero. The essential idea is to store and operate with the nonzero elements only. Besides the values of the nonzero elements, information about their row/column indices must be stored.
To illustrate the benefits of exploiting sparsity, consider a 2000-by-2000 tridiagonal matrix A, with nonzero elements only on the main diagonal and the first sub-and superdiagonal. Such a matrix has 5,998 nonzero elements at most. Using MATLAB sparse matrix computations, each solution of Ax = b, for several vectors b, was obtained in no more than 0.05 s on a Pentium 3 machine at 500 MHz. But when A was considered as a full matrix, the calculations needed about 1.43 s. This speed-up results from using the general sparse matrix representation. If the tridiagonal structure is exploited by a solver, even greater efficiency is possible. Then the number of floating-point operations is O(n), compared to O(n 3 ) for a general linear system solver, where n is the order of A.
Algorithm-blocking and vectorization techniques have contributed decisively to the high performance of many LAPACK codes, and this feature has been partly inherited by the implementations of many SLICOT subroutines, where many linear algebra subproblems are handled near the peak achievable performance. Moreover, in all SLICOT routines matrix-matrix operations are performed by means of the corresponding BLAS routines [4] . Still, generally, the algorithms implemented in SLICOT are not block oriented but can be essentially considered as highly vectorized. Thus, we expect that the SLICOT routines will provide near-peak performance on many vector processors, but the performance for large-order systems could be limited on some machines by the rate of data movement.
Robustness
Robustness of software implementations means avoiding overflows, harmful underflows, and unacceptable accumulation of round-off errors. To achieve robustness, the computational routines must be able to determine the floating-point properties, such as the overflow and underflow thresholds OVFL and UNFL, at run time, without overflowing. OVFL and UNFL can be used for scaling to prevent overflow and harmful underflow during subsequent calculations. 
Ease of Use
Ease of use of numerical software can be achieved if implementation details are largely hidden from the user and thus not visible through the user interface. In this regard, SLICOT provides user-callable routines, which cover a typical system theoretic or mathematical functionality. These routines are fully documented, and for most of them, accompanying simple test examples are also available to allow a quick check of the installation correctness. Many user-callable routines rely on supporting routines, which implement either computational steps if a more complex algorithm is considered, or solve special subproblems (for example, after reducing the original problem to a simpler form).
Another aspect of ease-of-use is to provide meaningful default settings for all algorithm parameters, such as tolerances for rank determination, and tolerances for stopping iterative processes. In most SLICOT routines, method-related parameters have standard settings, which are satisfactory in most cases.
Wide Scope
Wide scope refers to the range of control problems and system representations that the algorithms and software can address. This scope implies rich functionality. To illustrate, the system representations handled in SLICOT are G continuous-time and discrete-time standard statespace models of the forṁ
continuous-time and discrete-time generalized (or descriptor) state-space models of the form
and
where E is a square matrix, and A − λE is regular G input-output models given by rational Laplace-transform or Z-transform transfer-function matrices G(s)
where N(λ) and M(λ) are polynomial matrices in the complex variable λ = s for a continuous-time system and λ = z for a discrete-time system G time-series of input and output vectors for statespace system identification. Several routines are provided to perform conversions between these representations. Although SLICOT can handle all of these system representations, SLICOT has been restricted to state-space analysis and design methods because of the intrinsic illconditioning present in manipulating polynomial and rational matrices.
Portability
Since code developed on one machine is often embedded (and hidden) in an application on another machine, and possibly used on a third machine, it would be unreasonable to expect a user acquiring code to modify all of its subparts to ensure that they run correctly. Hence, portability of programs has always been an important consideration in implementing numerical libraries like LAPACK and SLICOT. We use here the term portability in the restricted sense of portability of functional correctness, which means that a code written in a standard language such as Fortran will run correctly on an arbitrary machine with an arbitrary Fortran compiler. The more general concept of portability of performance is more difficult to achieve (see [7] ).
One way to reduce code-porting difficulties is to isolate non-portable features such as floating-point properties in a few routines and modify only these routines when porting is necessary. Alternatively, the developers of LAPACK implemented special routines (SLAMCH/ DLAMCH) to return floating-point properties at run time. By doing so, a tradeoff between portability, on the one hand, and efficiency, accuracy, and robustness, on the other hand, automatically results. For example, assuming the availability of IEEE arithmetic for the target machine and standard high level language access to its exception handling, this approach allows significantly faster, more accurate, and more robust code in many LAPACK routines [7] .
The key to portability is to rely on standards. In the case of SLICOT, the implementation language is Fortran 77, with only one non-standard extension. This exception is the double precision COMPLEX*16 data structure, which is supported by a majority of compiler vendors and is now standard in Fortran 90. Another aspect of achieving the high portability of SLICOT is the use of the standard libraries BLAS and LAPACK as underlying linear algebra tools.
The BLAS can be seen as a key to the portability of performance. Its use in LAPACK and also in SLICOT can provide portable high performance on many platforms, for which assembly-coded BLAS tuned for particular architectures is available. The freely available standard implementation of BLAS serves not only for code development and testing, but may substantially improve the efficiency of programs when they run with nonoptimizing compilers.
Reusability
Many sophisticated CACSD platforms, such as ANDECS [17] , EASY5 of the Boeing Company, MATLAB, or Scilab [6] , rely on robust implementations of numerically reliable and computationally efficient algorithms. In the architecture of such CACSD platforms we can identify and usually access a basic computational layer consisting of subroutine libraries, such as RASP (a product of the Deutsches Zentrum für Luft-und Raumfahrt e.V. (DLR), Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany) in ANDECS [17] , SLICOT in EASY5, or built-in functions in MATLAB and Scilab. This layer includes all computational routines for specific mathematical and control computations, simulation, and optimization. An important advantage of developing control libraries such as RASP and SLICOT is that the process is not restricted by specific requirements of the CACSD platform operation, by the languages used for its implementation, or by the employed data structures. Moreover, such control libraries can serve the development of several platforms, or can be used within other dedicated engineering software systems. This low-level reusability can only be achieved by using general purpose programming languages such as C or Fortran 77 as implementation languages.
In the case of RASP and SLICOT libraries, Fortran 77 has been chosen as the implementation language since routines from the high-performance linear algebra packages BLAS, EISPACK, LINPACK, and recently LAPACK, can be directly and efficiently called.
Overview of Linear Algebra and Control Libraries
For the past 20-25 years, there has been a great deal of activity in the area of algorithms and software for solving both linear algebra problems and control-relevant computational problems. High performance on codes that are portable across platforms have been achieved by identifying the computational hierarchy of the main linear algebra packages (for example, BLAS, EISPACK, LINPACK, LAPACK) and of several control libraries based on them. It is important to emphasize the influence of the underlying linear algebra tools on the development of control-oriented software. It seems appropriate, in this historical section, to give a brief review of the linear algebra packages that represent milestones in developing high quality portable numerical software.
Linear Algebra Libraries

The Handbook
During the 1960s a number of Algol procedures were developed and published in the journal Numerische Mathematik, then collected into a volume [18] , generally referred to simply as "The Handbook." EISPACK "The Handbook" was the basis for the EISPACK collection, an influential set of Fortran routines for solving eigenvalue problems, and the first of many "PACKs" [19] , [20] .
BLAS
Another fundamental development at this time was the design of the Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (the BLAS), a set of kernel routines for basic scalar and vector operations such as generating a plane rotation, computing the Euclidean length of a vector, and computing the dot product of two vectors [2] . In view of subsequent developments, these are now usually referred to as the Level 1 BLAS. The advent of vector machines in the late 1970s with vector registers and pipelines meant that the Level 1 BLAS were at too low a level of granularity to take advantage of the speed of these machines, and this realization led to the development of specifications for a set of Level 2 BLAS for matrix-vector operations [3] . Soon afterwards the level of granularity was raised once again with the specification of a set of Level 3 BLAS for matrix-matrix operations targeted at machines with hierarchies of memory and shared memory multiprocessor machines [4] . The aim of the specification of the BLAS has been to encourage the production of efficient machine-specific versions, and this aim has been successfully realized.
LINPACK
The success of EISPACK motivated the development of a second package of high quality software for linear algebra problems, LINPACK, for solving linear equations and linear least squares problems [21] . One of the distinctive features of LINPACK was efficiency, which was achieved by the column orientation of the algorithms (storage of arrays in Fortran being by column) and the use of the Level 1 BLAS.
LAPACK
The advent of vector machines, of machines with hierarchies of memory, and of multiprocessor machines meant that the earlier software packages were no longer efficient on modern machines. This realization led to the development of LAPACK, a linear algebra package for the solution of dense and banded linear algebra problems, combining and extending the facilities of EISPACK and LINPACK. LAPACK uses the Level 3 and Level 2 BLAS wherever possible for efficiency, and also puts great emphasis on error and condition estimation.
Control Libraries
The development of efficient, reliable, and portable numerical software for CACSD requires joint expertise in control theory, numerical mathematics, programming, and software engineering. Therefore, the development of fully tested, production-quality numerical software for CACSD is a challenging and time-consuming task, which involves cooperative efforts over a lasting period of time. In what follows we present a short historical survey of control libraries that contributed to the development of the current release of the SLICOT library. From this limited perspective, our survey is biased toward tracing the roots of this library and therefore we apologize for any omissions. For a fairly complete inventory of control libraries and CACSD packages available around 1985 see [22] . A more recent presentation is in [1] .
The SLICOT library is the result of international cooperation among leading numerical algebra and control numer- [23] . BIMAS [24] extends the capabilities of the underlying EISPACK and LINPACK software for controlrelated computational problems, such as solving matrix equations (Lyapunov, Sylvester, Riccati), computing matrix exponentials, and reordering Schur forms. The library BIMASC [25] , based on BIMAS, provides a rich collection of subroutines covering system analysis, modeling, design, and simulation.
LISPACK is another East European control library developed by a Bulgarian group from the Technical University of Sofia. LISPACK is based mainly on EISPACK and its content is similar to that of BIMAS. LISPACK served as the basis of SYSLAB [26] , an interactive package extending the 1984 free initial version of MATLAB.
The development of the RASP library started in the early 1980s at the University of Bochum and was continued by the control group at the German Aerospace Center (DLR) in Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany. Based on EISPACK and LINPACK, RASP covers a broad area of control engineering computations supporting frequency-and timedomain analysis and synthesis techniques, multi-criteria parameter optimization, simulation, and graphics. Special attention is given to the numerical reliability of the implemented algorithms. The last official release, RASP'95, consisted of about 350 user-callable routines. RASP and the engineering-database and operating system RSYST together formed the software infrastructure of the computeraided control engineering environment ANDECS [17] .
In the early 1980s, a British cooperative initiative led to the development of the control library SLICE, which contains a set of almost 40 control routines. When this initiative ended, the routines were further distributed by the Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG) from Oxford (U.K.), who issued a revised version of SLICE. In the same period, the Working Group on Software (WGS) was founded as a Benelux cooperation among several academic institutes and industries, aiming to develop reliable control software.The first achievement of the WGS was the development of the control library SYCOT. To produce a library that meets professional standards, the WGS associated itself in the late 1980s with NAG, and they decided to integrate their libraries, SLICE and SYCOT, into a new library, called SLICOT. This cooperation was effective and led to the first release of SLICOT in 1991. A second release of SLI-COT in 1993 contained about 90 user-callable routines for computations related to the analysis, modeling, transformation, and synthesis of systems. Around 1995, the WGS began to operate on a European level.
SLICOT is a general purpose basic control library and can primarily be viewed as a mathematical library for control theoretical computations. The main emphasis in SLI-COT is on numerical reliability of implemented algorithms and the numerical robustness and efficiency of routines. Special emphasis is placed on algorithmic flexibility and rigorous implementation and documentation standards (see [27] ).
Recent Evolutions of the SLICOT Library
Around 1994, only SLICOT and RASP were in active development. To avoid duplication of effort, DLR and WGS introduced the mutual compatibility concept, which enabled the coordinated development of both libraries. Part of this agreement was to incorporate the numerical linear algebra packages BLAS Level 3 [4] and LAPACK [5] in both libraries.
The RASP/SLICOT cooperation was only a first step toward the realization of a standard, generally accepted, platform for computational control tools. A more recent development in this direction was the first public release (Release 3) of SLICOT in 1997, when WGS, NAG, and DLR took the initiative to extend the scope of cooperation to a European level and make SLICOT freely available to ensure faster and wider distribution. A European network, called NICONET (Numerics In COntrol NETwork), for defining standards, and producing and disseminating CACSD software was established, joining research centers and universities with complementary expertise in the development of numerical control software. The main objectives were to enlarge the control systems areas covered with new topics, such as subspace identification, robust control, model reduction, descriptor systems, and nonlinear systems, and to better fulfill the users' requirements and industrial needs. This successful cooperation between 11 universities/research institutes and six companies, started in 1997, led to the rapid development of the SLICOT Library, which now includes more than 200 user-callable routines and 150 lower level documented routines (compared to 90 usercallable routines in 1997), covering the basic areas in systems and control theory. In addition, extended documentation, benchmarks, and industrially oriented test examples, as well as gateways to important CACSD environments such as MATLAB and Scilab, are provided for many typical CACSD calculations, making the software more accessible for industry and control education. Detailed information about SLICOT and NICONET is provided at the Web site http://www.win.tue.nl/niconet/. Since 1997, SLICOT has been copyrighted freeware; go to http://www.win.tue.nl/niconet/NIC2/slicot.html to download the software. Online html documentation files are available. Built on LAPACK and BLAS (and partly on their extensions for parallel computers, ScaLAPACK and PBLAS), the SLICOT routines can exploit the capabilities of some modern high-performance computer architectures.
SLICOT Library Functional Capabilities
The SLICOT Library includes the following chapters: Analysis Routines, Benchmark and Test Problems, Data Analysis, Filtering, Identification, Mathematical Routines, Synthesis Routines, Transformation Routines, and Utility Routines. A chapter-by-chapter SLICOT library contents with sections and subsections is given in [28] . The basic computational tools in the SLICOT library cover several problem areas in systems and control theory.
System analysis routines perform tasks such as finding condensed forms of system matrices exhibiting structural properties, computation of invariant zeros of a system, or various system norms. A rich collection of routines is available for model reduction using accuracy enhanced methods. Analysis of generalized state-space systems is also covered.
Benchmark and test problems routines generate benchmark examples for time-invariant dynamical systems, as well as for (generalized) Lyapunov and algebraic Riccati equations.
Data analysis routines deal with the convolution/ deconvolution of two signals and perform transforms of real or complex signals.
Filtering routines cover enhanced accuracy (squareroot) covariance propagation schemes for time-varying and time-invariant filters, including the conventional Kalman filter and fast recursive least-squares filter.
Identification routines implement subspace identification techniques for both linear time-invariant state-space systems and nonlinear Wiener-type systems.
Mathematical routines implement algorithms for computations that are not available in LAPACK or BLAS. Examples include structured matrix factorizations, including those for (block) Toeplitz or Hessenberg matrices, solution of the corresponding linear systems, special updating of QR-like factorizations, calculations related to polynomials and matrix polynomials, and solving (structured) nonlinear least-squares problems. Worth mentioning are specialized algorithms such as the computation of the Kronecker-like staircase form of a linear pencil, the computation of the minimal polynomial basis of a polynomial matrix, and the reduction of a product of matrices to the real Schur form without forming the product using the periodic Hessenberg and Schur forms.
System synthesis routines cover the computational problems in control systems design: pole assignment; solution of algebraic Riccati equations, solution of (generalized) Lyapunov and Stein equations, of Sylvester equations AX + X B = C , AX B + X = C and generalized Sylvester equations AR − L B = C , DR − LE = F (solved for R and L); minimum norm feedback matrix for deadbeat control; coprime factorization of transfer-function matrices; and designing H ∞ (sub)optimal, and H 2 optimal state controllers. All factorization and synthesis routines, as well as most matrix equation solvers, cover continuous-time as well as discrete-time settings.
Transformation routines include conversions between various system representations. A set of routines perform conversions between state-space representations, such as calculation of the controller/observer Hessenberg forms, or compute the minimal realization of a state-space representation. Other routines transform a given system representation to another representation, such as state-space to polynomial, or rational matrix representation (or conversely), polynomial representation to frequency response. Transformation routines for generalized statespace systems are also provided.
Most SLICOT routines work for matrices with real entries.
We illustrate the functional flexibility of the basic computational tools, taking as an example the SB03OD routine, which solves small or medium-size stable non-negative definite Lyapunov equations. Let op(M) denote either the matrix M or its transpose M T . SB03OD computes the solution X of either the stable nonnegative definite continuoustime Lyapunov equation
or the convergent discrete-time Lyapunov equation
in the factored form X = op(U ) T op(U ), where U is upper triangular. The factor U is determined instead of X by Hammarling's variant of the Bartels/Stewart method [9] . The first step of this algorithm is the reduction of A to the real Schur form (RSF). Next, the respective equation is solved for the reduced form of A, and the solution is recovered by back-transforming the computed factor. Note that the resulting scalar σ is a subunitary scaling factor (usually set to one) determined by the routine to prevent solution overflow. In many applications such as model reduction, the solution for both forms of op( A)in (1) or (2) are needed (see also Example 3). The solver's ability to deal with the two forms of op(·) in conjunction with the reduced form of A is advantageous in this context since only one reduction of A to the RSF is needed to solve both equations. Since the reduction to RSF is more expensive than the solution of reduced equations and the back-transformation of the factor, the computational effort for solving two equations is practically the same as that of a single equation. The special case in which A is already in RSF is handled by the solver SB03OD as an option. Similar capabilities are implemented in other solvers. The codes for solving algebraic Riccati equations have options for various scaling strategies and for sorting the eigenvalues (so that antistabilizing Riccati solutions can be obtained); linear quadratic optimization problems with coupling terms can be optionally solved. Special cases of matrices in real Schur form, and/or Hessenberg form can efficiently be dealt with by additional solvers. Estimates of the reciprocal condition numbers for Riccati and Lyapunov equations can be computed.
The SLICOT Library contents is summarized in Table 1 
SLICOT Performance
In this section we compare some performance characteristics of SLICOT implementations such as speed and accuracy to those of functionally equivalent software tools available in MATLAB. The comparisons are performed entirely within MATLAB by using appropriate gateway functions for the SLICOT subroutines. The MATLAB functions that we compare are implemented in the MATLAB language and belong to the Control Toolbox of MATLAB. Note that the Control Toolbox, as well as similar toolboxes, are widely used CACSD tools in control education and industry. Therefore, we consider it important to understand the limitations of presently available tools and the need for an alternative paradigm for high-performance CACSD.
Our comparisons illustrate the increased speed of SLI-COT-based gateways at a same or better level of accuracy. However, before discussing the results, it is appropriate to comment on the limitations of a high-level interpretative language such as MATLAB for implementing control-oriented algorithms.
In this comparison it is helpful to recognize the balance between MATLAB's matrix handling power and the desire to exploit intrinsic structural aspects of the problem. Exploiting the structural features of computational problems often has the paradoxical effect of causing larger execution times, due to overhead in the interpretational operation mode of MATLAB. Thus, high-order control problems can rarely be tackled in an efficient way. In contrast, implementing algorithms in Fortran or C allows the use of appropriate data structures, as well as the exploitation and preservation of structural features, and can drastically improve the performance of algorithms. Because of the flexibility allowed by such programming languages, algorithmic details can be explicitly addressed, the computational flow can be optimized, and memory use minimized. Such opportunities have been exploited when implementing the SLICOT codes. Consequently, the efficiency of many MATLAB functions provided in toolboxes is minor compared to similar implementations in Fortran control libraries.
Overcoming such limitations has several side effects, which can lead to severe performance losses. For example, in many control-related algorithms the RSF of a real matrix plays an important role in computations. However, because of possible 2 × 2 blocks on the diagonal, the exploitation of the RSF structure in some algorithms (for example, when solving linear matrix equations) involves complicated index manipulations and nonstandard cycling, which significantly deteriorate the performance. The widely used ad-hoc solution is to turn computations to the complex field, where the simpler, complex Schur form is upper triangular. The net result is at least doubling the computation times for the complex part of the algorithm. This point is illustrated in the case of the lyap function for solving Lyapunov equations.
The lack of structure exploitation can lead to wrong results or unreliable computations. A typical example is the computation of Hankel singular values (see Example 3) in the context of balancing linear systems. Without solving the Lyapunov equations for the Cholesky factors of the Gramians directly, the computed Gramians can become slightly nonnegative for nearly nonminimal systems. In this case, the computation of the Cholesky factors from the computed Gramians can fail. Consequently, the balancing function balreal from the Control Toolbox can fail on random stable systems [for example, when executing the command balreal(rss (20,1,1)) ]. At the same time, the dimension of the problem can increase to 1,000 without problems when employing the SLICOT gateway function sysred for the same purpose.
Finally, the lack of structure exploitation can lead to a catastrophic slowdown of algorithms as in the case of the Control Toolbox function ctrbf for single-input systems. Here, the computation reduces a matrix to Hessenberg form by using an algorithm employing orthogonal Householder transformations. These transformations can be compactly stored and efficiently applied to other matrices, making the overall reduction algorithm of computational complexity O(n 3 ), where n is the order of the system. How- ever, if the transformations are explicitly accumulated at each step and then applied to a matrix, the computational complexity of the reduction becomes O(n 4 ). Note that the structure-exploiting implementation of the reduction algorithm in SLICOT prevents loss of efficiency.
To illustrate some of the above points, we performed several test runs using SLICOT-based gateways and equivalent MATLAB functions. The calculations were performed on an IBM PC computer at 500 MHz, with 128 MB memory, using Compaq Visual Fortran V5.1, nonoptimized BLAS, and MATLAB 6.1 (R12). Other results, obtained on a SUN Ultra 2 Creator 2200 workstation with 128 MB RAM and operating system SunOS 5.5, by calling from MATLAB the gateways produced by the NAGWare Gateway Generator for the corresponding SLICOT codes are given in [1] . These results show that SLICOT routines usually outperform MATLAB calculations. While the accuracy is comparable, and frequently better, the gain in efficiency by calling SLICOT routines can be significant. Even better efficiency is to be expected by calling the SLICOT routines directly in Fortran (not through MATLAB gateways) and using optimized BLAS libraries. Figure 1 shows the ratio of the execution times (speed-up factor) for the SLICOT gateway function sllyap (calling the SLICOT Lyapunov equation solvers) and MATLAB function lyap, for solving randomly generated continuous-time Lyapunov equations with known solutions, and A ∈ R n×n , for n = 10 : 10 : 300. It can be observed that the speed-up is four or larger up to dimension 50 and always larger than two for larger dimensions. To explain these results, we note that the most expensive step in the computational algorithm of [29] is the reduction to RSF of the coefficient matrix. This computation is performed in both cases by using highly efficient LAPACK codes. The complexification of computations (see above) is performed only during the backsubstitution step, which leads to at least a doubling of the computational times for larger dimensions. To measure the net effect in performance loss of the complexification, we solved Lyapunov equations whose coefficient matrices were already in RSF. Figure 2 shows the resulting speed-up factors for increasing dimensions (n = 30 : 30 : 300). Clearly, the SLI-COT function is faster (between 16 and 28 times faster) since it can exploit the problem structure. Figures 3 and 4 plot the speed-up factor for the SLICOT gateway function slconf and MATLAB function ctrbf, for computing the controllability staircase form of a random system ( A, B, C ), for state vector dimensions n = 30 : 30 : 300, and input and output vector dimensions of m = p = n/15, and m = p = 1, respectively. In the second case, the speed-up factors of slconf over ctrbf are much larger, between 5 and 45. Note that rank decisions are based on the rank-revealing QR factorization with pivoting and incremental condition estimation, in slconf, and on the singular value decomposition, in ctrbf. Figure 5 shows the speed-up factor for the SLICOT system identification function slmoen (combined MOESP and N4SID techniques), using the structure-exploiting fast QR algorithm [15] , and the latest n4sid implementation [30] , based on a standard QR factorization; default options have been used for n4sid. The 22 input-output data sets used, also considered in [31] , include mainly the sets from the DAISY collection, freely available at the site www.esat.kuleuven.ac.be/sista/daisy, which contains some large data sequences from various domains. Appli- cation 1 (Simulation of an ethane-ethylene distillation column) and Application 18 (Simulation of the western basin of Lake Erie) consist of several data batches and cannot be directly dealt with by n4sid; Application 16 (Steel subframe flexible structure, with two inputs, 28 outputs, and 8,523 data samples) could not be solved by n4sid, since an "Out of memory" error appeared. All SLICOT system identification codes successfully solved the identification problems for these applications. The problem for Application 16 seems to be too large for n4sid, at least when using a standard PC or Sun workstation. The matrix whose R factor in a QR factorization should be computed has about 8,500 rows (if all data are used for identification) and over 1,700 columns. The SLICOT codes could exploit the block-Hankel-block structure of that matrix, and efficiently obtain the needed R factor.
User-Friendly Interfaces to SLICOT
There are essentially two ways to provide easy-to-use interfaces for computational routines like those available in SLICOT:
1) Provide gateways to existing problem-solving environments. The conventional way to simplify the interface by using new language constructs, such as those available in Fortran 90, can be combined with building interfaces or gateways to environments such as MATLAB or the free software. Developing suitable gateway functions provides the user with seamless access to the powerful computational routines available in SLICOT and to build interactive graphical or command language-based interfaces for specifying and solving computational control problems. In the first subsection we describe the collection of prototype MEX-and M-function gateways developed as part of the SLICOT implementation project, which can be used for testing purposes and for solving computational control problems. 2) Build new computational environments in which parts of the SLICOT library have been fully integrated, as described in the last two subsections. We first briefly present the free software Scilab and the substantial computational enhancements achieved by integrating SLICOT into this package. Next, we describe the Descriptor Systems Toolbox for MAT-LAB, built around the SLICOT computational routines, to illustrate a new paradigm for developing high-performance CACSD tools.
MATLAB Gateways
The essential functionality and performance of SLICOT routines have been made accessible from the high-level software environments MATLAB and Scilab by means of a large collection of MEX-and M-function gateways representing user-friendly interfaces to the main user-callable Fortran routines available in SLICOT. These MEX-and Mfunctions can be seen as prototype gateway software offering a rich functionality and flexibility for solving control-related computational problems. The MEX-functions represent the basic interface to the SLICOT computational tools. Typically, each MEX-function interface has an extended scope by providing full access to the complete functionality of several user-callable routines. The MEX interfaces are necessarily quite complex, and therefore primarily intended for expert use and further software developments. To allow a user-friendly operation, easy-to-use M-functions have also been implemented, where specific aspects are exploited by using system objects defined in the Control Toolbox or providing functionality covering a particular class of algorithms or problems. In many cases, several M-functions have been implemented as higher-level interfaces to a single MEXfunction. For instance, the MEX-function aresol calls the SLICOT routines SB02MD, SB02MT, SB02ND, and SB02OD for solving either continuous-time or discrete-time algebraic Riccati equations (CARE/DARE) using standard or generalized Schur vector methods, while the higher-level M-functions slcaregs, slcares, sldaregs, sldares, and sldaregsv call aresol with appropriate settings to solve a specific CARE or DARE using a certain method.
The SLICOT MEX-function gateways are implemented as Fortran 90 subroutines. The main benefit of using Fortran 90 (instead of Fortran 77) is the use of allocatable arrays to reduce storage requirements. For MEX-functions overloaded with several functionalities, special input arguments are used to select the user or method options (for example, to indicate the type of the system or scaling options). Frequently, optional input arguments are allowed, and the absence of some output arguments indicates the possibility of avoiding unnecessary computations such as evaluating internal transformation matrices. All MEX-functions perform an exhaustive test of input parameters for their types, shapes, and dimensions. Error or warning messages are issued to indicate incorrect inputoutput arguments or computational failures.
The current version of the SLICOT library is accompanied by 50 MEX-functions covering several main computational areas. These include the reduction of system matrices to condensed forms, system scaling, minimal realization, solution of various matrix equations (Lyapunov, Sylvester, Riccati), coprime factorization and additive spectral decomposition of transfer-function matrices, computation of system norms, pole assignment, solving linear equations with structured matrices (for example, Toeplitz), model and controller reduction, linear and Wiener system identification, structured-singular value, and H ∞ /H 2 robust synthesis. The collection of Mfunctions is based on the provided MEX-functions and covers the same functionality but in a more method-oriented way. There are currently 238 M-functions (including help and test files). Many of the M-functions can be seen as enhancements of similar functions available in the Control Toolbox of MATLAB. Other functions represent unique pieces of software, which are available for free. This software includes the large collection of functions covering frequency-weighted model and controller reduction [10] , [32] , or the powerful suite of subspace identification methods. Also worthwhile mentioning is the collection of benchmark examples for continuousand discrete-time systems, as well as for Lyapunov-and Riccati-equation solvers.
Scilab Computational Environment
Scilab is an open-source, free, general-purpose scientific package for numerical applications. It provides a userfriendly environment for systems, control, and signal processing applications. Developed at INRIA and ENPC, originally as a research tool for testing and developing new control and optimization algorithms, Scilab is now widely distributed and used in academia and industry. Scilab is popular among students because they can access it for free at home, as well as among researchers and engineers who have contributed toolboxes that are freely available at Scilab's Web site scilab.org. Since the beginning, Scilab has been strongly tied to SLICOT and has incorporated many SLICOT routines. Scilab is currently developed under Linux, although it works on most operating systems including Windows, Mac, and Unix workstations.
Although the Scilab syntax is not identical to MATLAB syntax, it is a matrix-based language in which all basic vector-matrix operations are performed in the same way. Indeed, Scilab is similar to MATLAB in many respects (they are both inspired by the original public domain MATLAB program), and, in most control applications, Scilab can easily be used in place of MATLAB. Simulation is, of course, an essential task for validating and analyzing control laws, and most of the CACSD packages provide interactive simulation tools. Scilab has a toolbox called Scicos for modeling and simulation of dynamic systems through a block diagram editor. Both continuous and discrete-time systems can be modeled in Scicos. Moreover, Scicos formalism can handle events and thus, to some extent, hybrid system modeling and simulation.
For numerical packages such as Scilab, reliability and speed are the key issues. Regarding linear algebra algorithms, Scilab is now based on the LAPACK library, which is well tested, complete, and fast since LAPACK uses the BLAS library for which optimized code exists. For systems and control applications, SLICOT plays a role similar to LAPACK, and Scilab's basic control tools, such as the Lyapunov and the Riccati equation solvers, are based on SLI-COT modules implemented as built-in primitives. The recently developed SLICOT identification programs are also available. The robust control toolbox also uses SLI-COT programs. The nonlinear simulation programs that have been selected in SLICOT are also available in Scilab. Linear (control) systems are manipulated in an object-oriented manner. By operator overloading, these objects are treated the same way as ordinary matrices. For example, the series concatenation of two systems is denoted by S1*S2. Descriptor systems that require sophisticated algorithms are also handled.
In general, it is difficult to choose appropriate default values for the parameters that appear in the calling sequence of the basic primitives and are used to control error tolerance. Scilab, in concert with error estimates provided by SLICOT programs, facilitates this task by proposing appropriate default values for the parameters.
For most applications, it is not necessary to have access to the complete SLICOT library. In fact, since the SLICOT high-level algorithms are powerful, even a moderate subset of the SLICOT library can be useful for sophisticated control applications. For instance, the Kronecker decomposition of a possibly singular pencil (which is available in Scilab as a built-in SLICOT based primitive) can be used in various control algorithms such as calculating multivariable zeros or solving singular control problems. Consequently, general purpose routines of the SLICOT library have been included in Scilab, and facilities are provided for users to interface specific routines. In many cases, such routines can be emulated using a Scilab program without seriously affecting the efficiency. The advantage of such an approach is the readability and the adaptability of the code.
The Scilab Application Program Interface (API) was designed to facilitate the addition of new incrementally linked and interfaced routines. This interface is particularly useful for specific routines of the SLICOT library that are not linked by default. In particular, it is possible to pass a linear system as a single object to the interface program, which is often needed to exploit the particular structure of a matrix. The technique of interfacing programs in Scilab is slightly different from MATLAB. However, specific functions that emulate the MATLAB MEX API, and MATLAB MEX-files can also be used for interfacing programs. For example, the SLICOT toolbox developed for MATLAB in the NICONET project has been adapted with minor syntax modifications for use in the Scilab environment.
Descriptor Systems Toolbox
SLICOT provides a multitude of high-performance systemtheoretic computational tools, which are not provided in standard CACSD tools such as the Control Toolbox of MATLAB. To illustrate these tools, consider a descriptor system of the form
with E square and possibly singular and with A − λE a regular matrix pencil, which is the most general description for a linear time-invariant, continuous-time system. Such systems arise when modeling interconnected systems, even with standard tools such as Simulink (recall the "algebraic loop" warning). Descriptor models are also common in modeling constrained mechanical systems (contact problems). Moreover, the descriptor representation is necessary to perform some operations even with standard systems such as conjugation or inversion. Discrete-time descriptor representations are frequently used to model economic processes.
The Descriptor Systems Toolbox was primarily intended to provide an extended functionality for the Control Toolbox of MATLAB, which formally supports descriptor systems, but not those with singular E . Consequently, some functions in the Descriptor Systems Toolbox simply represent extensions of functions already present in the Control Toolbox. Other functions are new and allow a convenient user-friendly environment for solving complicated dynamics analysis problems such as, for example, the determination of the complete Kronecker-structure of a linear pencil. Note also that the numerically reliable solution of many standard control problems relies on descriptor system techniques. Important examples are the solution of Riccati equations, computation of system zeros, and design of fault detection and isolation filters. The Descriptor Systems Toolbox extends the capabilities of basic MATLAB with matrix pencil methods, such as reordering of (generalized) Schur forms, computation of Kroneckerlike forms, and solving generalized linear matrix equations.
The Descriptor Systems Toolbox is also useful for manipulating rational and polynomial matrices. Recall that each rational matrix R(λ) can be seen as the transfer-function matrix of a continuous-or discrete-time descriptor system. Thus, each R(λ) can be equivalently realized by a descriptor system quadruple ( A − λE, B, C , D) satisfying
where λ = s or λ = z for a continuous-or discrete-time realization, respectively. It is widely accepted that most numerical operations on rational or polynomial matrices are best done by manipulating the matrices of the corresponding descriptor system representations. Many operations on standard matrices (such as finding the rank, determinant, inverse or generalized inverses) or the solution of linear matrix equations have natural generalizations for rational matrices. The conjugate transposition of a complex matrix generalizes to the conjugation of a rational matrix, while the full-rank, inner-outer, and spectral factorizations can be seen as generalizations of the familiar LU, QR, and Cholesky factorizations, respectively. Many problems for scalar polynomials and rational functions (poles and zeros, minimum degree or normalized coprime factorizations, and spectral factorization) have nontrivial extensions to polynomial and rational matrices. The approach used to develop the Descriptor Systems Toolbox exploited MATLAB's matrix and object manipulation features of by means of a flexible and functionally rich collection of M-functions, intended for noncritical computations, while simultaneously enforcing highly efficient and numerically sound computations via MEX-functions (calling selected Fortran routines from LAPACK, SLICOT, and recent additions to RASP), to solve critical numerical problems by using structure-exploiting algorithms. The basic set of MEX-functions covers the following problems: computation of Kronecker-like forms, minimal realization of descriptor systems, generalized system similarity transformations, computation of generalized system zeros and Kronecker structure, stable/unstable and finite/infinite spectral separations, partial pole placement and solution of generalized Sylvester and Lyapunov matrix equations. An important aspect of the toolbox design was to ensure that standard systems with E = I are fully supported, using specific algorithms. In the same vein, all algorithms are available for both continuous-and discrete-time systems.
The Descriptor Systems Toolbox supports the three basic system representations in the standard Control Toolbox: descriptor state space, rational, and pole/zero/gain representations. By function overloading, the same function performs, if appropriate, on all three representations. Automatic model conversions are performed when necessary and the results are provided in accordance with the original system representation. In contrast to the Control Toolbox, conversions always result in minimal representations. Version 1.0 of the Descriptor Systems Toolbox is described in [33] , where the underlying algorithms are also indicated and several examples illustrating the basic operations are given. For the contents of the current version of the toolbox (presently 1.04), see the Web site http://www.robotic.dlr.de/control/num/desctool.html. The implementations of all functions exploit the best of MAT-LAB and Fortran programming, by trying to balance the matrix manipulation power of MATLAB with the intrinsic high efficiency of carefully implemented structure-exploiting Fortran codes available in LAPACK and SLICOT. This approach illustrates the possibility of turning high complexity structure-exploiting algorithms into numerically robust and user-friendly CACSD software. This paradigm is applicable to the development of future computer-aided control engineering environments.
Future Directions
The following are the main objectives for future developments of SLICOT.
G
Develop control-oriented software for large-scale problems. The need for such software is higher nowadays because of the increased use of high fidelity modeling in industrial practice. The mathematical models originating from discretization of partial differential equations are usually large-scale linearized models, whose constituent matrices are often sparse. Developing tools to perform analysis, order reduction, simulation, or controller design for large scale and possibly sparse system models will broaden the ability to solve industrial CACSD applications, where currently available packages fail because of large dimensions. Many computations based on sparse matrix techniques (for example, in model reduction), can best be done by implementing software that runs on parallel machines. The main advantages over the currently used dense matrix techniques are the improvement in memory usage and increased computational efficiency. Another direction is to develop new block-oriented algorithms for control-relevant computations to increase the computational performance on highperformance computer architectures.
Extend SLICOT to cover new industrially relevant areas. Such areas include optimization-based control system design, approximation of large-scale and sparse control systems, simulation and control of differential-algebraic systems, and robust and computationally feasible methods for solving large-scale control problems, which occur in aerospace, automotive, and robotic applications. Fortran 95 is more frequently used by software developers, LAPACK, the underlying linear algebra software for SLICOT, has been upgraded to Fortran 95 by providing Fortran 95 interfaces by means of modules to the Fortran 77 version of the routines. The intended upgrading of SLICOT will benefit from the new features of the language such as array calculation, dynamic memory allocation, or flexible parameter lists (with optional and keyword arguments). Using the structure constructs available in the language, system objects similar to those in MATLAB and Scilab can also be easily defined and manipulated. These features will greatly facilitate the integration of SLICOT into CACSD environments.
Integration into user-friendly CACSD environments.
The final goal is to develop a self-contained and functionally rich Systems and Control Toolbox. Providing appropriate gateways to the de facto standard userfriendly CACSD environments, MATLAB and Scilab, will improve the computational facilities provided by these packages and will ensure an easy transfer of SLICOT software to industry. The main focus is to develop a self-contained collection of M-functions in MATLAB and Scilab, which integrate the available computational facilities in the SLICOT library. The Mfunctions will serve as high-level MATLAB/Scilab interfaces to a number of Fortran-based computational gateways calling SLICOT routines. The final product will be a powerful Systems and Control Toolbox, which combines the best of MATLAB/Scilab and Fortran, that is, the object-oriented matrix manipulation available in MATLAB and Scilab supported by the efficient and robust numerical computations provided by the structure-exploiting algorithms available in SLICOT. A first step in this direction has already been achieved by implementing the Descriptor Systems Toolbox [33] .
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